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Guide 
1. Introduction 

The concept of ‘gamification’ is a simple one. To apply game design to non-game applications in order 

to make them more fun and engaging. Gamification has been used successfully across forums such as 

those maintained by Microsoft (http://social.microsoft.com/Forums) in order to encourage contributor 

participation and reward them for achieving a number of points and achievements. The result of this has 

been a flourishing forum community. ‘The Game’ is a solution for Microsoft Dynamics CRM that contains 

a framework to enable the system administrator (or game administrator) to gamify their CRM application. 

The objective of gamification in the context of Microsoft Dynamics CRM is to drive user adoption by 

incentivising the users and hopefully making using CRM more fun. 

Why not use the standard goals functionality? Goals are a valuable tool in tracking progress over time 

for a specific entity centric objective. Multiple goals are required when the user’s key performance 

indicators involve more than just progressing a single entity such as opportunity value or number of 

phone calls made. By using the framework contained in this solution, multiple actions across any entity 

where a workflow can be triggered can be encouraged and rewarded with game points.  This can be 

supplemented by achievements to reward outstanding performance, whatever you as the game 

administrator deem that to be. 

The solution comprises a series of entities, workflows and workflow templates to record and administer 

a ‘game’ so that users may attain ranks and achievements by meeting criteria contained within workflow 

logic. Although the framework and concepts are simple, the crucial aspect is identifying a balanced set 

of measures which reflect the objectives of the business and reward the users fairly. Once these 

measures are identified (e.g. to win an opportunity, to resolve a case, to complete a service activity on 

time) then workflow must be created to generate game points or achievements accordingly.  

2. Components and Concepts 

All ‘The Game’ components may be accessed via the Settings area and are grouped within their own 

section. 

http://social.microsoft.com/Forums
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2.1.1. Games 

The Game entity is the central record to administer and monitor the progress of the game. A business 

process flow guides the administrator through the three stages of the game’s lifecycle; ‘Booting Up’, 

‘Game on’ and ‘Game Over’. These stages will be discussed in more detail in following chapters. 

The game record holds information such as which users are playing the game, the available ranks with 

point levels at which promotion takes place and gives access to a leader board of user’s points and 

achievements. A single game could be played by all crm users or several games could be created, one 

per team or department. This enables different ranks and achievements to be awarded to reflect different 

working practices per team/department. For example, a ‘Sales Game’ and a ‘Service Game’ could use 

different workflows to create different game points and achievements and allow the user to attain 

different ranks. 
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A player (crm user) may only play one game at any time. 

 

Figure 1 A game which is in progress showing the players, news, ranks and promotion levels 
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Figure 2 The lower half of the game form shows a series of charts to display game performance. 

  

2.1.2. Ranks 

Ranks are used to define the attainment level that a user has reached via the accumulation of game 

points. The rank simply holds a name and an image to display on the game leader board.  Each time 

the ‘Current Game Points’ value changes on a user’s record, an evaluation workflow will check to 

establish if the user should be promoted to the next rank. Up to 10 ranks may be defined against a game 

record by default. The administrator could configure more however with simple customization and 

extension of the workflow ‘The Game: Check/Promote Rank’. Two workflows are provided initially to 

generate 10 ranks against a game record. These are ‘regal’ and ‘navy’ themed. If the administrator 

wishes to create a custom rank theme, a workflow template has been provided to assist with creating 

the new set of ranks. 
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2.1.3. Achievement Types 

Achievement Types are the types of awards that are given for defined actions. Whereas ranks are 

granted for the accumulation of game points over time, achievements can provide special awards for 

completing specific actions (i.e. a new Surface PC or $500 bonus). Achievement Types also have fields 

to total the number of achievements awarded and optionally limit the number of achievements available 

to be awarded. This could be used for example in a scenario where a gift or bonus is granted for the 

first 10 opportunities won with a value of $500k or higher. Achievement Types also have an image which 

appears on the leader board. Bonus game points may also be added to the achievement type and if 

defined, workflow will automatically generate a game points record when an achievement is awarded. 
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2.1.4. Achievements 

Achievements are individual instances of the Achievement Types being awarded to a user during a 

game. The achievements are summarised and displayed besides the user on the game leader board in 

the form of an image tile taken from the achievement type. Specific workflows must be created to 

automatically award an achievement. Alternatively, an achievement can be manually bestowed upon a 

user record for example ‘employee of the month’ which may be inherently qualitative. 
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2.1.5. Game Points 

Game Points are records created by workflow that contain a value (number of points) which in turn 

trigger another workflow that increments the number of game points recorded on the user record. They 

also have an optional ‘game points action’ field. 
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2.1.6. Game Points Action 

The game points action is a very simple record that helps with reporting on what proportion of game 

points have been created by various actions. A pie chart on the game form shows the split of game 

points by game points action. If you choose to generate game points from winning an opportunity and 

closing cases, then corresponding game points action records should be created and set on the game 

points records generated by your workflow. It will then be easy to see if the generation of game points 

is balanced. 

  

 

3. Booting Up 

 

Name of Game  

All games must have a name, try to make them unique as over time you may retain the history of several 

games. 
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3.1.1. Run Rank Workflow 

Two example workflows are provided that can be run from the ‘Run Workflow’ option on the game record; 

navy and regal. Running one of these workflows will generate 10 rank records, link them in a hierarchical 

chain and attach them to your game. These are real-time workflows so after running, simply refresh the 

form to see your 10 rank lookups populated and ready for you to adjust the ‘achieved at’ values 
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Should you wish to generate your own rank theme, a workflow template is included called ‘The Game: 

TEMPLATE Generate Ranks’ on the game record. Be sure to add your own image web resources 

beforehand then select them in the ‘Set Image’ workflow steps for your 10 ranks. This will ensure the 

leader board has images tiles besides each player’s rank. 

3.1.2. Configure rank points 

Each rank defined on the game must have a corresponding ‘achieved at’ points value. The higher the 

rank, the higher the points level should be. Consider the number of points you plan to award for various 

actions and ensure the time needed to achieve the next rank isn’t too hard to attain otherwise players 

may lose interest if everyone hits a glass ceiling whereby it could take months or years of work to accrue 

the points for the next rank. 

3.1.3. Add Players 

To add a player, simply use the ‘Players’ sub-grid and click the + control. NOTE: if a player is already 

playing a different game, they will need to be removed from that game before they can be added to the 

new game. 

 

3.1.4. Assign Security Roles 

The game includes two security roles and two field security profiles; ‘The Game Administrator’ and ‘The 

Game Player’. 
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The game administrator gains global access the all entities included in ‘The Game’. Obviously, the crm 

system administrator will already have this access but this can be useful if a non-administrative user is 

nominated to administer the game. 
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The Game includes three secured fields all that exist on the user record to store the ‘Current Game’, 

‘Current Points’ and ‘Current Rank’. The Game Administrator may adjust these values, the Game Player 

may only read them. 
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3.1.5. Configure Award Workflow 

This is the tricky part. Not from a configuration perspective but from an organisational behaviour aspect. 

The game administrator needs to think and decide what actions they want to reward in CRM then once 

the actions have been defined, the amount of reward (number of game points and achievements) must 

be considered in order to achieve a balanced game. 

The game cannot tell you this information, it must be discussed internally with key stakeholders. The 

‘balance’ aspect may be fine-tuned after playing several games and gathering player feedback. 

To assist with the configuration aspect, several workflow templates are included as follows; 
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3.1.5.1. Appointment completed 

A simple workflow that checks if the user is playing the game then generates game points when the 

appointment is completed. 
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3.1.5.2. Case Close 

A more complex workflow than simply resolving cases, this checks if the user is playing the game then 

looks at the case priority and awards more points depending on the priority and doubles the points if the 

case is resolved within 24 hours. As with all game points workflows, think how the game points could 

be awarded in error or where the user can cheat. This example could be distorted for example if a case 

is re-opened then resolved several times so you may wish to consider further complexity to close this 

particular loophole.  
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3.1.5.3. Create points for achieving goal 

This workflow triggers when a goal is created then depending on the goal metric type (decimal, integer 

or money), waits until either the goal is achieved or de-activated. When the goal is achieved, a game 

points record is created. This can be replaced with maybe an achievement (plus optional bonus points) 

and maybe send a congratulations email! 
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3.1.5.4. Create points for achieving stretch target 

Almost the same as above but monitors the stretch target fields before awarding game points. 
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3.1.5.5. Golden Turkey Achievement 

A simple workflow to award an achievement if an opportunity is won which is greater than a certain 

value. 
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3.1.5.6. Opportunity Win 

A simple workflow to grant game points when an opportunity is won with three levels of opportunity value 

banding. 
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3.1.5.7. Phone Call Completed 

A simple workflow to grant game points when a phone call is completed. 
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3.1.5.8. Service Activity Completed 

This workflow grants points for completing a service activity but more points if the service activity is 

completed within 1 hour of the scheduled end date. 
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3.1.5.9. Task Completed 

A simple workflow to grant game points when a phone call is completed. 
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3.2. Game On 

 

3.2.1. Launch Date & Activate Workflow 

The game will begin once the reward workflows have been activated. The launch date is purely an 

indicator of when this was done. The process flow ‘Game On’ stage prompts the game administrator to 

perform this action.  
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3.3. Monitoring the Game 

3.3.1. The Game form 

The game form contains several pieces of information and charts/views to display the progress of 

players in the game. Game total points awarded and achievements are rolled up to the general section 

and the lower half of the form contains three chart panes which contains selectable views and charts to 

make the form interactive. 
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3.3.2. The Leader Board 

The leader board can be accessed via the first button in the command bar on the game form. The 

‘Leader board refresh (secs)’ field can be set to a value between 15 and 3600 (1 hour) and this will 

cause the leader board to auto refresh should you wish to place it on a large display in the office! 

 

If a user record has an image added, it will display as a tile beside the player name. Similarly, the image 

on the rank record and achievement type will also display. The Achievements column is dynamic in that 

it will show a tile for each achievement awarded to the player for the current game.

 

 

3.3.3. Administering the User 

The user record contains a form called ‘The Game’ which displays the number of game points, current 

game being played, current rank, and associated achievements/game point records. The game 

administrator may amend these details should they have a need to.  
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For example, if a user needs to be moved between games then the game administrator must judge 

whether to retain the points achieved in the previous game. The points on the user record are held in a 

secured field so only the game administrator may change this. The user’s rank should also be amended 

to reflect the new rank although the next time the user accrues game points, the rank will be 

automatically re-calculated in the context of the current game being played. Achievements may also be 

transferred to the new game by navigating to the ‘Achievements’ associated view on the user record, 

multi-selecting then bulk editing to change the game against which the achievements were awarded. Of 

course you may wish to leave all achievements/points behind and re-set the user to begin from 0 points 

and achievements.  

 

3.3.4. Ending a Game 

A game doesn’t have to end but having a point in time whereby the ‘winners’ and awardees are 

recognised is essential, otherwise from a player’s perspective, there is little point or excitement in 

playing. The game over stage prompts the administrator to record the end date, de-activate the award 

workflows (NOTE: do not do this if other games are in progress) and acknowledge that prizes and an 

award ceremony (or maybe just an email!) has been arranged. 

 

If a new game is to be set-up, the players probably should have their game points, ‘current game’ and 

rank cleared ready for the new game. To help with this task, an on-demand workflow has been added 
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to the user called ‘The Game: Game Over – Clear User Game, Rank, and Points’. Simply select the 

users who need their game details clearing and run the workflow. 

 

3.4. Interfaces 

The interfaces entity included with The Game is a standard framework that we use here at Gap 

Consulting whenever we include a custom workflow, plugin or another extensibility item that may require 

parameters to be configured or debugging enabled. The Game includes a custom workflow activity 

called ‘Set Image’ which takes an image web resource and applies it to the image tile on a given record. 

The Set Image custom workflow activity is part of a larger collection of free community workflow activities 

that can be found here on the Gap Consulting website. 

http://www.gapconsulting.co.uk/our-solutions/free-tools/workflow-essentials
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Should this custom workflow activity ever need to be debugged, simply open the ‘Workflow Essentials’ 

interface record and set trace logging to ‘enabled’. 
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Whenever the Set Image custom workflow activity is executed, the trace logging will create an interface 

job which shows step-by-step trace information. NOTE: Do not leave trace logging enabled for extended 

periods of time as many interface message records may be created. 
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3.5. Further Customisation Suggestions 

The Game is not intended to be a ‘one size fits all’ solution. The intention is to provide a data structure, 

example workflow and method to monitor the game’s progress so that the game administrator has a 

starting point to implement a game that closely fits their user adoption objectives and encourages 

specific actions. 

 The main area that may require further configuration or customisation is the generation of achievements 

and game points. The example workflow templates provide basic examples of workflow that can trigger 

the generation of the aforementioned records but many businesses will have more complex behaviours 

that warrant game points or achievement rewards. For example, a user may be rewarded for maintaining 

an average number of calls completed per day and for a calculation such as this, a plugin would be 

required.  

 Goals as mentioned earlier are very good at tracking long term behaviour and there is no reason why 

workflow could not be added to the goal in order to trigger game points or achievements when an actual 

value equals or exceeds the target value. Two workflow templates are included called 'The Game 

TEMPLATE: Create Points for Achieving Goal' and 'The Game TEMPLATE: Create Points for Achieving 

Stretch Target'.  

 Activity Feeds / Yammer integration use ‘post’ records to notify followers. When achievements are 

awarded or maybe promotions attained, workflow could be added to generate Post records in order to 

display in the activity feed or Yammer.  

 Add more ranks. If more than 10 ranks are required, the game entity can be customized to include extra 

rank lookups and ‘Achieved At’ points levels. The workflow that evaluates the user's game points and 

decides if a promotion is warranted would also need to be extended. Finally, new icons would be needed 

to ensure the leader board shows images. To do this, create new image type web resources. It is 

recommended to use images that are 144x144 pixels in size and png file type. The xrm toolbox  contains 

a tool called ‘the iconator’ which assists with quickly creating image based web resources and is strongly 

recommended if you have tens of images to add. 

 When a player is promoted or when they receive an achievement, it may be a good idea to add email 

steps in the corresponding workflow to notify them and possibly generate follow up tasks to remind the 

game administrator to arrange for the prize to be purchased or add an appointment for the award 

ceremony! 

 

http://www.xrmtoolbox.com/
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3.6. Further Reading 

Building Business with CRM http://www.crmbizbook.com Although written back in CRM2011, this book 

contains useful information around creating workflow in Microsoft Dynamics CRM that is still relevant 

today. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamification  

 

 

http://www.crmbizbook.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamification
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